
ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION 
H O W  T O  P R O T E C T  Y O U R S E L F ,  F A M I L Y ,  F R I E N D S ,  A N D  P E T S



What is Electromagnetic
radiation?
Electromagnetic Fields or
Electromagnetic radiation is all around
us. You can’t get away from it.   Every
wireless device and every antenna are
responsible for "Electrosmog." 

These devices can ever be used without
EMR—not cell towers, cell phones, Wifi,
Bluetooth and not any of the 25
different wireless devices owned by the
average household today.



5 Things to Remember
about EMR

It’s everywhere. Anything plugged into an
outlet or running on batteries produces EMR,
as well as highline wires, cell towers and
satellites.

01

Some studies claim it may destroy
mitochondria and could cause cancer02

Studies show it may also cause memory loss,
anxiety, depression, heart problems and
destroys our biofield.

03

EMR is not going away and we have to learn
how to protect ourselves.

04

05

With all the cell towers and satellites,
scientists fear it may get worse.



GIA products only shield
our devices, and does not
block the signal. 
If we interfere with the
signal it could possibly
cause more radiation,
because the device has to
work harder to get a
strong signal.

Why use GIA wellness products?
 

They are an
inexpensive
way to
protect our
health.

 

Made in America Been in business
since 2004 and have
been researched and
tested by many
doctors and
scientists.



Why use GIA wellness products?
 

Gia wellness has 2 technologies that no one else has: 
 

ERT (Energy Resonance Technology) 
& 

MRET (Molecular Resonance Effect Technology) 

 

These 2 technologies focus on changing the way the body responds to EMR.

Here’s a simple example: Sunscreen doesn’t make the sun go away, but it changes the way the
body responds to it. GIA’s technologies uses the same basic principle. Our devices don’t make
EMR disappear. Instead, they measurably change the body’s response to EMR, a patented
game-changer.

 



 GIA WELLNESS
PRODUCTS AND WHY

WE NEED THEM



Cell Guard 
Why do we need protection from cell
phones? 

There are 15 billion cell phones on earth
today along with 6 million cell towers
and at least 5000 satellites in space,
with at least 100,000 more being
scheduled for construction.

Want to know how many cell towers and
antenna are near your home? Go to
www.antennasearch.com and put in your
address to look for antennas.

http://www.antennasearch.com/


5 Reasons to use a Cell Sliver, Cell
Sliver Plus or Cell Phone Case

No cell phone is safe. Cell slivers work on cell
phones, smart phones and Bluetooth. We also
have cell phone cases for most smart phones.

01

Made in the USA by a Military Defense
Contractor.

02

Only patented product of its kind in the
world.03

Designed to neutralize the effects of your
continual exposure to EMR, while supporting
the body’s resilience to stress at the same time.

04

05 Not available in stores – only get them from
Full Circle Health or The Third Opinion



Make a record of when you purchased your
protection, so you can replace them at the
correct time. They cannot be moved from one
phone to another, unless it’s the same model.

Cell Sliver - 1 year
Cell Sliver Plus – 1.5 years
Cell case – 2 years 

Don’t use earbuds without GIA’S mini decals
because you are now an antenna. Don’t be
one of the 55 million AirPod users who are
not protected!!!

DON’T CHARGE YOUR PHONE NEAR WHERE
YOU SLEEP!!



Universal Guard 

Universal Guards are used on everything
else including smart meters, routers,
cable modems, cordless phones,
microwave ovens, refrigerators,
hairdryers, etc.



5 Reasons to Use Universal
Guards

Most homes have approximately 25 different
wireless devices now, which all give off EMR01

Resilient & long-lasting -- 3 years

02

Designed to assist in alleviating the
cumulative stress associated with living in
today’s electronic & wireless environment.

03

They are universally programmed, allowing use
on multiple devices, both wired and wireless.
Cannot move from 1 device to another.

04

05 Inexpensive



GIA Life Pendant 

It’s a personal protection for you, so
don’t let others use it.  

After 2 hours it sets to your personal
frequencies.



5 Reasons to Use a GIA Life
Pendant

Supports mental & physical performance,
especially when under pressure. In other words, it
helps you stay calm. 

01

 One-time purchase 

02

Supports natural energy while keeping you
calm.03

8 out of 10 people say that when using the
pendant, they feel significantly less stressed and
much more balanced.

04

05

In a small double-blind study of 32 individuals
when tested against the Q-Link, 6% tested better  
when compared using a heart rate variability
test, it showed the patent to have a heart 10
years younger than when tested with the Q-Link.



Powered by ERT
to help reinforce
your body’s
natural
resilience to the
effects of
everyday stress
in your home,
office or while
traveling.

Home Harmonizer
 

Designed to
cover a 60-
foot radius.

Uses no
electricity, plug
into your wall
outlet (for bio-
energetic
reasons not for
power) & you’re
ready to go.

One-time
purchase

Helps protect
your family and
pets from 5g,
dirty electricity &
background
radiation. Does
not take place of
any other
product. Just
another layer of
protection.



Car Harmonizer

On average, we drive a staggering 540
hours each year, and our cars now have
several computers in them.

Battery-powered hybrid cars and all-
electric cars present an even bigger
concern, emitting significant amounts of
disruptive frequencies.



An effective way to
reinforce your body’s
natural resilience to
the effects of
electropollution
exposure. 

Features
universal
charger for
multiple
hand-held
electronic
devices

Works as a
flashlight

Has a solar
charger &
comes with
2 cables &
3 universal
adapters.

Has a decal
which needs to
be replaced
every 2 years,
but only the
decal needs to
be replaced. So,
it’s effective and
inexpensive
protection.

5 Reasons to Use a Car Harmonizer



Smart Card

A pocket-size card that you can use with
nutritionals, juices, tea, coffee, water,
milk, wine, and various foods.



Powered by GIA’s
proprietary energy
resonance
technology.  It is
designed to transfer
its vital energy onto
any food or
beverage.

It’s credit
card size
and easy to
use. 5
minutes for
liquid; 10
minutes for
solids.

One-time
purchase

Makes your
nutritionals
bioavailable
and helps
them go to
work
immediately.

Lemon test: Will it
decrease your alkalinity?
You decide.

Cut a lemon in ½. Place
½ on the smart card and
the other half on a
plate. Wait 10 minutes.
Taste the lemon wedge
on the Smart card and
then compare it with the
other half.

5 Reasons to Use a Smart Card



Where do you start your
personal protection?

Protect your cell phone with a cell

sliver or a cell phone case.

Put 2 Universal Guards on each

smart meter: electricity, gas, and

some water meters.

Put 2 Universal Guards on modems,

Wi-Fi router boxes, and extended

router boxes.

Put 2 Universal Guards on your

microwave, if you still use one

Put 1 Universal Guard on your laptop

computer or iPad

Put 2 Universal Guards on each

television.


